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Abstract. Software security is the cornerstone of computer system security. Among all the elements 

consisting of software security, control flow protection is undoubtedly the most important one. 
Once the process’s control flow is hijacked, attacker can manipulate it to implement a variety of 

malicious acts and break through other protection mechanisms which ultimately lead to the control 
of the entire system. This paper will present a series of offensive and defensive technologies about 

Control Flow Protection which have been developed in the past three decades. The paper will 
elaborate the causes of their emergence, explain the principle of their implement, and compare the 

security and performance of their method. Additionally, it will introduce some other technologies 
applied in the progress of attack and mitigation, such as program analysis, virtual memory 

management, machine learning and so on. Through those above illustration and analysis, the paper 
summarizes three primary suggestions which not only can enlighten security engineers on the 

design of new methods, but also can help general developers to estimate their software’s robustness, 
practicability and performance. 

Introduction 

Computer System is often subject to external attacks that aim to steal its private data or control 

its behavior. Typically, such attacks can be launched by web communication or by local social 
engineering. But neither remote nor indigenous attacks, they must be implemented by exploitation 

of low level software vulnerabilities. From the view of Trust Computing Base Theory, software 
security must occupy the central position of the whole computer security field [1]. However 

software security is just a unified concept which consists of many significant sub-instances, such as 
Data Privacy Protection [2], Digital Rights Management [3], Application Access Control [4] and so 

on. Among all of the elements, Program Control Flow Protection must be the most important.  
Control Flow Hijack has been an oldest threat in software security for three decades because of 

its awesome capacity. If a running program’s control flow is hijacked by attackers, it can manipulate 
all data in memory space and disguise as a benign client to compromise other defenses which may 

ultimately lead to controlling of the entire operating system.  
Recalling the past three decades of offensive and defensive confrontation history revolving 

around control flow, it’s not hard to suggest people to regard it as a grand war with a quickly twist. 
Attackers represented by hackers (of course including White Hats), the originators of the war, 

continually mine various vulnerabilities such as memory corruption, use-after-free, memory 
disclosure by all means and tirelessly construct input to trigger them and utilize any accessible 

services to compromise the defenses in operating system. They brought a boom of new tools and 
weapons which push forward the war’s development. From the other side, all kinds of technologies 

has also been applied by security engineers, such as malicious input pattern recognition [5], control 
flow analysis [6], heterogeneous ISA [7], hardware virtualization [8] and so on. They continually 
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come up with new countermeasures which not only change the modern system’s features but also 

promote these technologies’ inward development.  
This paper will present all these attack technologies and their corresponding mitigation defenses 

in metaphor for a war. We will elaborate the causes of their emergence, the principle of their 
implement and the security characteristics of their method. The paper’s main part is divided into 

three logic chapters. The first chapter is the "Curtain" introducing Code Injection Attacks and Data 
Execution Protection; the second chapter is the "Upgrade" introducing Code Reuse Attack and 

Control Flow Integrity; the third chapter is the "Climax" introducing Code Information Disclosure 
and Randomization. The last part of the paper is "Summary" which look back and rethink the entire 

field. 

Code Injection Attack 

The so-called code injection attack, because the software input data to the user is not correct 
(usually because the software designer does not consider some special type or length of data), so 

that these data can  executable permissions, and the attacker to use, in the data Injection of attack 
code, arbitrary code execution to achieve the means of attack. The malicious code injected by an 

attacker is often called ShellCode. 
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Figure 1.  Memory layout of Code Injection Attack 

Stack-Smashing. Although code injection can lead to malicious execution, not all injection 

attacks can achieve complete control flow hijacking, such as the common SQL injection [9], XML 
injection [10]. Nevertheless, a notorious attack in the field of software security, the Stack-Smashing 

Attack [11], can achieve full control flow hijacking. The method behind Stack-Smashing Attack is 
very simple, that is there is a over-bound memory write vulnerability existing in the victim program 

or its dependent library, which make the vulnerable function’s stack frame can be rewrote by the 
user input data, which was the address of the ShellCode injected by the attacker, so that the 

execution of return instruction will cause the function return to the malicious ShellCode. 
Implementing of Stack-Smashing Attack rely on buffer overflow vulnerabilities in victim 

program which however are common bugs in large software developed by low-level programming 
languages which has not automatic pointer bound checking, such as C. Therefore from the early 90s 

of last century so far, the Stack-Smashing Attack has been one of the most serious problems in the 
security field, plagued the majority of developers and systems engineers. Famous Worm Attacks 

and Botnet Attacks causing great harm to the computer world, both can be achieved by 
Stack-Smashing control flow hijacking. And then, the Heap-Smashing alike Attack with similar 

simple principle but more complex structure, such as Heap Spray [12] and Heap Fengshui [13], is 
presented. The method of control flow hijacking is to rewrite the object’s virtual table pointer 

(VPTR) saved on the heap by buffer overflow which make it point to the fake virtual tables 
including function pointers to the ShellCode constructed by attackers. Fig. 1 shows the mechanism 

of Smashing-Stack Attack. 
Bound Check. As far as above description, the root reason of Smashing Attack is over-bound 

access, so a group of program analysis experts proposed to the Bound Check defense. This 
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mechanism has two implementations: one is find all memory access points and its range, then 

determine whether it’s legal in the current procedural context through program slicing technology 
and abstract interpretation during compilation time; the other is instrument in program’s statements 

at compile time which can not only record and update the scope of pointers but also can trace the 
generation and propagation of the involved data. Furthermore, the stub functions are also inserted 

before all access statements which can check the bound before visiting. From the perspective of 
compilation technology, the first method belongs to the static method (check at compilation), the 

second belongs to the dynamic method (check at program running). 
As with other program analysis methods, they have inherent disadvantages: static methods 

cannot guarantee completeness and soundness because they rely on point-to analysis, which often 
results in false positives and false negatives; dynamic methods need to insert a lot of code which 

will bring a lot of running overhead. 
Later, some scholars have put forward an improvement method, that is, design a new 

self-access-boundary-check language on the basis of existing language, such as Ccured [14], a C 
language variant. But the biggest drawback of this approach is not forward compatible with the lots 

of legacy code in real world, so it is difficult to be accepted by the mainstream industry. And then, 
scholars have proposed a simplified mechanism of dynamic methods, namely, SFI [15]. SFI 

discarded the insertion and deletion of pointers, so the overhead can be reduced. However, the 
performance of the check instrumentation cannot be eliminated, so the performance also cannot be 

accepted by industry. After that, the DFI mechanism [16], which matches the relationship between 
the value and the reference of dynamic address check, has been presented, but it has not been 

accepted by the majority of developers too. 
Data Execution Prevention. In the face of the huge threat of code injection attack, the system 

engineer presents a simple and effective solution from another point of view, the Data Execution 
Prevent (DEP). The starting point of DEP is very simple, that is to ensure that the data area of 

program must not have executable permissions (data area refers to the heap area, stack area and 
global data area). To achieve this target can leverage the page table access control mechanism 

within most of operating systems. Because the DEP mechanism is easy to implement with little 
overhead, and can gain obvious defense effect, it has been deployed among a variety of commercial 

operating system (Windows from XP SP3, Linux kernel from 2.4.2 both adopted this technology). 

This technique is also named as NX or W⊕X. 

Sandbox. Of course, in some special cases, the user input data must have the permission to 

execution, such as the JIT compiler which will read the script’s source code as data in the runtime 
and step by step to compile the code data to executable instructions. For example, most modern 

browsers’ kernel often integrate JavaScript and ActionScript JIT compiler in order to support 
dynamic Web pages and Flash applications. In this scenario, if attackers construct malicious Web 

pages to conduct JIT compiler to generate malicious instructions, the purpose of code injection and 
control flow hijacking can be achieved too [17]. 

To solve this problem, system engineers have proposed sandbox technology [18]. Sandbox is a 
lightweight process-level virtual machine, the principle behind is simulating JIT compiler’s function 

by dynamic binary translation [19], and restrict simulated instructions’ access among code cache 
and data buffer, if once they need to access external data or code, they must invoke some library 

functions wrapper by sandbox which add Parameters Sanitizer to ensure that the program will not 
perform malicious acts. Sandbox technology has been widely used in a variety of popular browser 

kernel, such as IE, chrome, Safari, Firefox and so on. 

Code Reuse Attack 

After the popularity of DEP technology, the prevalent of code injection has been effectively 
curbed. But then a more sophisticated and powerful attack technology, Code Reuse Attack make the 

situation of the war between Control Flow Protection changes again. Instead directly inject 
ShellCode into program’s memory space like Stack-Smashing Attack, Code Reuse Attack just 
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injects some code pointers which pointed to the origin code of the victim program. Once program 

dereferences these pointers, the control flow is hijacked to the code. Like Stack-Smashing Attack, 
Code Reuse Attack also need to rewrite return address on the stack or some other code pointers by 

some buffer overflow vulnerabilities. When comes to this, you must doubt if original benign code 
can do evil actions? The answer is yes, for example some standard library functions, such as the 

function “system”, the attacker can upload a malicious Shell script and execution it by this function, 
and this script may be a virus or a Rootkit. The attack utilizing standard library functions to also 

known as return-to-libc [20]. Because code reuse attacks do not directly upload malicious 
instructions, there is no violation of DEP mechanism. Additionally implementation is not very 

complicated, so the emergence of this attack became a rapid inundation. 
Return-Oriented Programming. With the development of Code Reuse Attack, the granularity 

of reused code is more subtle and its function is more powerful, until 2007, the famous 
Return-Oriented Programming (ROP) model was proposed. ROP model’s reusing granularity is no 

longer a whole function, but some instruction fragments which all ends with a “ret” instruction. 
These fragments are called "Gadget". Because the tails are all “ret” instructions, when executes to 

the end, the Gadget will fetch its return address pointed to next Gadget saved on the stack which 
was already constructed by the attacker through buffer overflow. By this way, the attacker can use 

some Gadgets to achieve his Attack logic. These Gadget addresses injected on stack, are usually 
called payload. It has been proved that the ROP model is Turing Complete, that is, in theory, ROP 

can simulate any Turing Machine computable function [21]. Fig. 2 is the runtime principle of ROP 
attack. 
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Figure 2.  The Stack layout of ROP Payload 

Automatic Exploit and Defense. Although the ROP attack function is more powerful, but the 
artifacts of ROP payload is very difficult. This requires for the attackers not only a lot of experience 

in the development of assembly language programs, but also a lot of time to filter, construct and 
debug Gadget chain. In addition, in the actual attack scenario, after the injection of payload through 

buffer overflow, it is often necessary to execute some original instructions before return instruction 
or other control flow hijacking point. These instructions may have some side effects such as access 

some data by the pointer saved between overflowed buffer and return address, because these 
pointers have been destroyed by attacker, there operations will cause the victim program crash. This 

problem also exists in other buffer overflow attacks. Furthermore, some compilers will insert 
canaries before return address in the program [22], the canaries’ completeness before “ret” 

execution. So in order to solve these problems, attackers began to ask for the help of Automation 
technology. 

In the era of information booming, Automation technology has become an indispensable part in 
the field of offensive and defensive confrontation. The traditional security techniques tend to 

intersect with other technologies such as software engineering, hardware design, and artificial 
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intelligence. For example, [23] proposed vulnerability pattern recognition technology which can 

help attackers quickly locate target vulnerabilities through results learning from a large number of 
vulnerability instances. And also, [24] proposed a method which can intelligently construct attack 

input data and ROP payload according to different vulnerabilities by formal semantic induce 
technology. What’s more, many of the intrusion detection system and anti-virus software has used 

machine learning technology to identify malicious code characteristics for a long time. Technology 
integration in software security especially in the field of control flow protection has already been 

inevitable wave from now on. 
Control Flow Integrity. Shortly after Code Reuse Attack arising, a new defense, "Control Flow 

Integrity (CFI)", was proposed [25]. The principle of CFI is to check whether the transfer target is 
legitimate before the occurrence of control flow transfer by instrument. Control flow Transfer 

usually refers to indirect jump instructions, indirectly call instructions, return instructions at the 
level of binary, and legitimate targets is usually calculated by Static Control Flow Analysis, or by 

Dynamic Trace (the legal return address can be recorded in shadow stack during the runtime). CFI 
regresses the essence of control flow protection which can prevent any attack hijacking the 

program’s control flow by modifying code pointers (indirect transfer target). 
However, as with the Bound Check method mentioned above, this method which relies on 

program statically analysis and instrument, deserves careful consideration both in terms of security 
and overhead. First, for Static Control Flow Analysis, the accuracy of the point-to analysis affects 

the final set of transfer targets, however in order to avoid false positives to cause program crashing, 
the solution set is usually complete but not sound, so a large number of fake targets are included, 

and these targets are likely to be exploited by attackers. What’s worse, the absence of source code 
which make the analysis can only rely disassemble technology will lead to a more serious loss of 

analysis accuracy. Second, runtime overhead for stubbed code is a big issue. Like “ret” instructions 
in functions occur frequently which will make the overhead of the trace and check code reach about 

30% [24]. These problems greatly limits the usefulness of CFI. 
Therefore, security engineers or developers of practical applications often take a compromise, 

which sacrifice accuracy and security in exchange for performance improvement. [26] proposed a 
coarse-grained CFI implementation method for the raw binary program, [27] solved the problem of 

adding CFI check on dynamic loading library, [28] proposed a path-sensitive coarse-grained CFI 
method, and so on. With the unremitting efforts of these researchers, CFI technology has finally 

been accepted by the industry. 2013, Microsoft released her Win8.1 system which deploys 
coarse-grained CFI technology in EMET4.1. 

Address Space Layout Randomization 

Compared to injection attacks, code reuse attacks require an important condition, the address of 

the reuse code before attack. At the beginning of popularity of Code Reuse Attack, most programs 
and shared libraries were compiled and linked according a fixed absolute address that is base 

address of code segment when loaded by OS, so once know the version of target software, attacker 
also know the address and then reuse any code of it. In order to solve this problem, compiler 

designers have proposed a position-independent code (PIC) compilation technology, so that the 
program can be loaded at any address in memory, and system engineers also change the OS’s loader 

which will load the PIC code randomly at arbitrary addresses in virtual memory space, thus 
undermining the basic condition of Code Reuse. This defense mechanism is called Address Space 

Layout Randomization (ASLR). Because having a small overhead but gaining fair well defense 
effect, the ASLR has been accepted and deployed by most commercial OS vendors. 

Code Information Disclosure. In order to break through the limitation of ASLR, attackers try to 
leverage Memory Disclosure vulnerabilities to leak the base address of code segment or some 

important library functions. In general, the Imported Address Table (IAT) in PE format executable 
programs, the Procedure Linkage Table (PLT) in ELF format executable programs, and the “.rodata” 

section holding virtual function tables of C ++ programs all contain pointers to code segment which 
can be exploited by attackers to crack ASLR [29]. 
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Code Diversify. In order to mitigate disclosure vulnerabilities of code information, security 

experts have proposed an update strategy, fine-grained Randomization or rather called Code 
Diversify. The original ASLR only randomize the loading base address of code segment, which is 

easily cracked by deducing some functions’ offset, however the fine-grained Randomization 
changes the order of inner instruction of code segment, so that even if attackers get the base address, 

they cannot infer all functions and instructions’ address, and thus cannot complete malicious 
behavior. Of course, changing the order of instruction storing must ensure that the topology order of 

execution is maintained or the results are unchanged. [30] presented the basic-block granularity 
randomization, [31] presented the basic-block’s internal instruction granularity randomization.  

JIT-ROP. Although Code Diversify (or fine-grained Randomization) makes it harder to 
implement Code Reuse Attacks, it does not address the fundamental problem of Code Information 

Disclosure. So the JIT-ROP technology proposed in 2013 completely nullifies all of them. This time 
attackers exploit the Code Disclosure vulnerabilities repeatedly to analyze the transfer instructions’ 

offset from an initial leaked code snippet to find other code snippets, until finally collecting enough 
code fragments to complete the attack [32]. Fig. 3 shows the mechanism of JIT-ROP. 

After a deep rethought on randomization mechanism, security exports proposed two defense 
mechanisms: Lifetime Randomization [33] and Code Pointer Integrity (CPI) [34]. The so-called 

Lifetime Randomization, is based on the fine-grained Randomization, additionally the running 
process can continuously change the order of inner instructions in its memory space which to ensure 

that the leaked code location information is invalid at the time of Control Flow Hijacking. Although 
this method can effectively defend against JIT-ROP attack, there are still some problems in its 

scalability and performance and it’s not very mature. The Code Pointer Integrity, that is, all code 
pointers in memory space must be isolated or encrypted, when the program need to dereference 

these pointers, it must use the private key saved in a private register to decrypt, which to ensure that 
the code pointer information is not compromised. Compared to Lifetime Randomization mechanism, 

CPI is more practical and more effective. In the future, it’s very likely to be accepted and deployed 
by OS vendors and compiler developers. 

Conclusion 

From Code Inject Attack to Code Reuse Attack, and then to Code Information Disclosure, this 
war around Control Flow Protection is still in full swing, and a variety of ever-changing attack and 

defense technology also emerge in an endless stream, however we can still find some specific laws 
and guidelines in software security from looking back at the history of the past 30 years. These rules 

and guidelines can not only provide a scientific and effective thinking method for the security field 
engineers when design a new technology, but also can offer some suggests for all level developers 

to evaluate their products’ safety and performance. The following three points that we summarize 
are the most important. 

First. The target semantics and underlying implementation of the software have differences 
which are likely to be exploited by attackers. The above mentioned Buffer Overflow (BoF), 

Memory Disclosure, and common Use-After-Free (UAF) are all due to the fact that the developer 
does not take into account that the programming language does not handle the special input case 

when implementing the target semantics, resulting in an exceptional execution flow (or a undefined 
behavior) which lead to Control Flow Hijacking ultimately. The defender in the design of the 

appropriate means of defense, but also need from this point of view, first construct the attack vector, 
that is, the conditions for the implementation of dependency attack, but for one of the conditions, 

the design of defense mechanisms. 
Second. Absolute security system does not exist and the superiority of the software security field 

take turns. This point for the defenders is, do not over-pursuit of security while ignoring other 
considerations. A defense mechanism accepted by developers and system vendors must keep the 

balance of security, performance, scalability and compatibility. The CFI mechanism mentioned 
above is the best example. 
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Third. The actual attack and defense will involve a large number of other areas of technology. 

As a comprehensive hacker or a qualified security engineer, you must have a in-depth 
understanding knowledge on the programming language, computer architecture and operating 

system-related. What’s more, you should be able to utilize data modeling and data analysis 
algorithms proficiently, and be aware of software engineering and artificial intelligence-related 

methods. Software security, has the the same direct future as other fields of information technology, 
that is specific, digitization and intelligent. 
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